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INTRODUCTION

This paper has been written in an attempt to outline a constructive

program for publicizing the Oregon State college school of forestry.

Though it is called a publicity program, what is meant is more a public
relations program.

Public relations include publicity, propaganda,

public contacts, and advertising.

"For public relations after all means the public attitude towards
a business, and public relations work is the work of creating good will."
(1)

In line with the objective, the question has been raised:
publicize the school at all?

Why-

Wouldn't it be better to go quietly about

the basic job of training foresters and forget about the ballyhoo?
Wouldn't it be better taste to leave the creating of publicity to Camel
Cigarettes and Mieaties and other similar commercial products?
The answer to this question is made obvious with the help of a little
background material.

Consider, for example, the position of forestry

and the forestry school in Oregon.

The state of Oregon, which cuts more timber each year than any other
state in the Union, and which has a timber volume of 430 billion board

feet, approximately one-fourth of the nation's remaining stand of sawtimber, is probably more integrally concerned with lumber and the

forest than is any other state.

Over half the income of the state is

derived directly or indirectly from the forests.

(4)

By logical reasoning, it should, therefore, follow that a state

that is such a leader in harvesting forests should be able to support
a forestry school that is also a leader among forestry schools.

There is no reason why the Oregon State college school of Forestry
shouldn't, and every reason why it should, be the outstanding school of
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forestry in the country, both from the standpoint of producing foresters
and from the standpoint of discovering and evaluating new ideas and

new knowledge—better ways of growing, better ways of harvesting, and
better ways of using the forests.

A larger share of the time and effort of the school of forestry,
many people believe, should be devoted to developing new ideas; taking
new developments in other fields and applying them to forestry; inven

ting new uses for wood—chemical and physical; and devising new ways
to fight fire.

The field is unlimited* if only enough time, energy,

money and brain power can be expended on the job.

Nowhere in the

whole forestry field are there the facilities for focussing the best
brains from the fields of chemistry, mathematics, geology, physics,
engineering, botany and pathology on specific forestry problems—that
are readily available at any state college.

Students working on technical problems as thesis topics—professors

"burning the midnight oil" over them as research projects—these things
have combined to produce often very important results that have enabled

industrial chemistry and engineering to take great strides forward,
and this is the way that forestry could also advance if it but would.

In the past, the big obstacle in the way of a large research pro
gram has been lack of funds.

Most of the voters of the state do not

realize what a forestry school could do for them.

Because of this lack

of knowledge and lack of interest, it has been impossible to get funds

for a research program.

The voters could see no use in it and politi

cians could see no advantage in backing any such program.

Late in 1941, however, lucky chance hit the forestry school.

Mostly because of the critical war situation and the search for substi
tutes for iron, steel, rubber and other vital materials, the school
received $25,000 appropriation for research.

This event can be classed as "lucky" because it is, if properly
handled, a golden opportunity for the school to develop as a perma

nent research agency. In order to accomplish this, the world must
be told when some investigator discovers a new wood plaster, or a new

cork from Douglas-fir bark. The schooL nust let the public know that
it is working on new uses t** wood and the specific possibilities that

^ay result from this work. In short, it must identify itself with
progress in forestry.

The public will not favor spending money for research unless it
thinks that it is getting its money's worth in return.

It is the job of the school to prove bhat it is giving its money's
worth.

For the purpose of filling the need of keeping the public informed
of what its forestry school is doing, this paper was written. It is
an attempt to outline an organized program of getting information to
the public.

Another job of the school publicity program is to teach the in

dustry the new developments as soon as they are developed-in other
words, to keep the industry abreast of the times.
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of both private and public funds, only those institutions that can
demonstrate consistent ability to produce are going to survive.

Certainly there will be no place in the next fev/ years for the "country-

club campus," for the "jitterbug generator," for the "factory for
stuffing shirts," or the "communistic cell."

"The foremost task of American educators today is to evaluate,
to implement and to stress the contributions to national defense,
actual and possible, that may properly be required of higher education.
And it is your task, gentlemen, to see that America is told, with
dignity and honesty, what we are doing.

"A university is not last but first among the weapons in the
arsenal of a democracy. It is a vast reservoir of knowledge accumulated
through generations and centuries by the free, unhampered search for

truth. It is a tremendous generating plant, supplying a steady flow
of power to the democratic machine. It is for you to see that these
facts are made known widely, for they are far from obvious. The man
in the street seldom, if ever, sees the connection between the abstruse
activities of our scholars and the general well-being of himself and
his neighbors. It is for you to keep clear the line between the power
plant and the people, thus assuring them that the university has new
life for them as well as for the youngsters who gather in the shadow

of its buildings."
Social arguments defending college publicity were also aired at

this meeting by J. E. Drew, who had these comments on the subject:

"1/Vhat are some of thecontributions that publicity has made to
society? I take the word publicity to mean the familiar news release,
advertising, radio broadcast, the public speech, the motion picture;
in short, all the channels of communication where-by an agency may
transmit to the public facts, conclusions, pronouncements, speculations,
theories and opinions.

"(Publicity has) taken the cold, exact findings of the scientist
in his laboratory and translated them into living terms that are
understood by the man on the street. It has taken the by-products of
medical genius and reduced them to simple guides whereby man has
freed himself from draded disease and added years to his span of life.
I mention two great campaigns in which the physician and publicity
man joined hands in brilliantly successful crusades. The great pro

gram of education regarding tuberculosis, supported almost entirely
by planned publicity, has preserved for society hundreds of useful
lives. And I think of the most recent example: The victorious,
courageous, precedent-shattering campaign against venereal disease,
where constructive publicity, skillfully handled, took a backstairs
subject into the open light of honest discussion and positive action.

"Respect for law and order, traffic rules, safety first campaigns,

fire prevention formulas, public health measures—all those things that
go to protect life and property in modern society are carried to an
effective conclusion by planned publicity.

"Our political institutions, in fact the entire American way of
life, its rights, privileges, opportunities and responsibilities,
have grown and prospered through publicity. In the political arenas
publicity has frequently come into conflict, sometimes violent con

flict, with counter publicity. Much of the material has been untrue,
illogical, and violently slanted to satisfy the narrow purposes of
its sponsors. And yet, publicity even in this unhealthy form has
been important in determining public opinion.

"The publio has an uncanny knack for detecting truth in the
tumult and shouting of political debate, charges and counter charges,
and has invariably arrived at a sound conclusion.

"The net result has brought into operation laws that have
benefited mankind...hours of labor shortened...working conditions
improved...sweatshops and child labor abolished...social security
made a reality...and the mechanism of government, although slowmoving and awkward, made to function in the publio interest.

"There is not a person in any strata of society which has not
benefited by constructive honest publicity. Its influence has been
felt in every field of activity. It has spotlighted the evil and
unhealthy and has praised the competent and good. It has been the
instrument by means of which constructive public opinion has been
created for the benefit of all society."

No better argument than this need be devised for defending a
publicity program, if indeed it ever should need defending.

THE PROGRAM

The job of running a publicity program for the school of forestry

will resolve itself into 2 phases:

(l) making, discovering, gathering,

identifying, interpreting or creating news; and (2) distributing that
news to the various publicity channels.
The problem of getting news is rather an indefinite one.

Recog

nizing news requires what has been called a "nose for news"—a char
acteristic which will enable a man to recognize a story

that is news

worthy.

1. Identifying news.

Recognizing news, however, is not so important as making news.

The phase of the program that takes in discovery of new scientific
facts, invention and gathering of others, which will be of assistance
to the lumber industry and to foresters,cannot be too strongly em

phasized.

Real news of this type will sell itself and will serve

to "carry along" less important material with more of a publicity
nature.

The so-called "nose for news" is not an inherited character

istic, however,

It comes merely from experience at discerning what

is news and what is not—what is interesting and what is not.

At this point it might be well to answer the question, "".That is
news? "

Ask a veteran reporter that question and he'd probably shoot
back an answer to the effect that news is something printed in news

papers, and suggest that you look at one.

But give him a set of facts

and he could probably estimate the news value with little trouble. (5)
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"In brief, news may be described as hitherto unpublished reports
of those activities of mankind calculated to interest, inform or en

tertain the reading public." (5)
However, what is news in Corvallis might be so much trash in Cleve

land; what is great copy for the Xls&arnan might be nothing at all to
American Forests; what is timely news today could be just a fairy tale
tomorrow.

This shows that there is more than one factor entering in

to the making of news.

Certain journalists have analyzed news stories and come out with
a classification of factors common to most of them.
ten factors in the following order:

Warren (5) lists

Immediacy, proximity, consequence,

prominence, drama, oddity, conflict, sex, emotions, progress.
These factors, naturally enough, will overlap in any one story.

A story may be news because of all ten factors, or Only because of
one.

The factors will apply differently to different types of stories.

Categories into which the greater share of news stories originating
with the school of forestry will fall are about as follows:

1. Personal news (about students, etc.)
2. Institutes and conferences.
3. Prominent visitors.

4. Curriculum changes.

5. Speakers.(seminar speakers and forest club guests)
6. Current events, interviews, statements (faculty comment

on important events and discoveries)
7. Radio programs.
8. Research news.

9. Alumni activities.

10. Faculty travel (advanca and follow up stories)
11. Fernhopper's banquet and Arboretum day.
A discussion of the various news factors as listed above can be

obtained from any journalism textbook.

The journalism textbook used

in Oregon State college classes discusses them very well. (5) For
example:
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1. Immediacy.

"Almost everything in the spot news column of a

daily paper haprens today, yesterday or in the future,

Last week's

issues are in the furnace or on the pantry shelves, for the salability of the highly perishable commodity called news diminishes as the

clock goes round.

News, first of all, must be new." (5)

Of course, the factor of immediacy doesn't necessarily refer to
the time of occurrence of an event.

It means only the time of disco

very or disclosure.

"History, it has been said, is not news.

On the contrary, it is

big news. Every newspaper in America would print a newly discov
ered speech of George Washington...Two hundred newspapers once paid
thousands of dollars for the serial rights to Charles Dickens' unpub
lished Life of our Lord, written in his early manhood for the edific
ation of his children.

"No matter how old it is, the reporter may give up-to-the-minute
touch to his story by the simple process of pointing out that it has
just become available for publication, -de may use one of a hundred
handy words or phrases to explain that something is newly discovered,
disclosed, revealed, reported, announced, divulged, voiced, charged,
made public or brought to light."
2.

Proximity.

The things that are nearest to a man interest him

most in life.

"A reader will yawn over a report that a famine has swept a thou
sand Chinamen to their graves, but he will snap to attention at the dis
closure that his neighbor's boy has diphtheria. And if his own child
has diphtheria, causing his name to appear in print, that item, from

his point of view, is packed with interest. Therefore, the first in
junction to the reporter is 'Get names—plenty of names—and get them
right'. »"

3.

Consequence.

breadth of appeal.

Consequence

means import or significance, or

The actual passage of the Forestry Omnibus bill,

for example, or its interpretation by the supreme court, would be a

dull and technical procedure.

Nevertheless, it would have important

and far-reaching effects on people concerned with forestry.

4.

Prominence.

"Widely heralded persons, places, things and

situations, known to the public by reason of wealth, social posi

tion, achievement or far-flung publicity, possess a strong recurrent
interest sufficient to command an eager audience as long as they app
ear in print."

(5)

A visit to the school by Franklin D. Roosevelt or Harry Wallace

or Henry Ford—or an opinion ventured by one of these on a current

topic—and the public instantly demands details. The same applies to
"romantic" places and objects.

5.

Drama.

Parades, contests, battles, mystery and suspense are

the ingredients that go to make up drama in the news.

Sports public

ity uses the factor of drama almost exclusively in building up interest.
Forestry news can be pepped up by dramatic details and possibilities.
6.

Oddity. "Paraphrasing Phineas T. Bsrnum' s famous saying,

'The public likes to be fooled,' we may say that the public certainly
likes to be astonished.

Anything which causes a reader to exclaim,

•Well, well, what do you know about that?' and his wife to add, 'For
heaven's sake'.' wins space in the paper.

The tallest, smallest,

bravest, meanest, purest, prettiest—in fact, the 'est' of any kindmake superlative news."

7.

Conflict.

The essential ingredient in sports, war, politics

stories. The conflict between state and private interests, or with

the forest service, or the fight to control fires have this element.
8.

Sex.

"To ignore sex would be to omit a news element almost

as powerful as conflict, for sex is a directive force in human life."
9.

Emotions.

Tragic and humorous stories appeal to the emo

tions, stirring up reader sympathy and reader feelings.
10.

Progress.
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"The onward and upward march of civilization is chronicled step
by step in the newspapers. It is in their columns that significant
changes in the established order of things are first recorded. Closely
allied to the consequence element, the term progress refers espec

ially to scientific achievement in the laboratory, the observatory, the
industrial plant, around the council table."

2. Gathering the news.

The first step in making sure that news is gathered should be
to set up a permanent organization for rounding up the news.
Organization of faculty.

The news gathering organization should consist of students and

faculty.

The faculty, naturally, will be the big source of scienti

fic and research news. A good way to keep informed on their activi
ties would be to have a weekly faculty meeting, preferably a faculty

luncheon, at which the&culty would meet for the express purpose of

talking over the events of the coming week and the events of the past
week.

One member should be designated as chairman, and it should be his

duty to round up the members, to see that everyone attends, to arr

ange for certain members to make reports at stated intervals, and to
direct the conversation at the luncheons.

The chairman should also

act as liaison officer with the college news service, an important

agency about which more will be said later.
A luncheon such as this one would serve not only as an informat

ion gathering point—it would serve as an informal place for discuss
ion of school policies and problems as well.

This would promote coop

eration among the faculty members and. give each member a clear idea
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of what the school policy is, and of what is going on in the forestry
immediate present.

Certain students, such as forest publications editors, the fores

try reporter for the Barometer, forest club president and annual cruise
editor would also be invited to the meetings.

Members of the faculty

should be careful to make certain that the students are cautioned as

to what information is for publication and what is not.

Tuesday noon would be an ideal time for the meeting, since senior
seminar classes, at which outside speakers are usually heard, are held

Tuesday at 11 o'clock- customarily.

Saving these outstanding men from

industrial or public forestry positions to the informal luncheons
would be a beautiful way to promote public relations and have the men

"open up" in a way they would never dream of doing before a more for
mal seminar class.

A good scheme for handling research news would be to have each
faculty member make a report on latest developments in his field,
once every 2 months, for example.

Glenn Voorhies would be able to

speak with authority on research in wood utilization; Harry I. Nettleton

on mensuration, scaling and cruising; C. J. Budelier or H. R. Pat

terson on logging methods and engineering; George Schroeder on fire

protection; and so on, with round table debates following.

"Guest

stars" from the school of chemistry or engineering might be invited

in once in a while to give their ideas on new research developments.
Luncheons such as these have been very successful in sports pub

licity. At Oregon State college, a sports luncheon has been held every

Monday noon throughout the school year for the past 10 years. The dir
ector of the athletic news bureau (J. W. Forrester in the past, and

myself during spring term , 1942) has organized the luncheons, which
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have been held at Wagner's restaurant in Oorvallis.

Members can bring

their own lunches if they desire, but everyone orders when an outside
guest is present.
At the luncheon are represented the Oregonian, Journal and Cor-

vallis Gazette-Times sports correspondents, the local United Press,

Associated Press and International News Service correspondents, the
sports editor of the Barometer and his assistant; Percy E0cey, the

director of athletics, and most of the Oregon State coaching staff of
some ten coaches and assistants.

The director of the news bureau is

unofficial chairman, and he calls on certain men for reports each week.

During football season, Lon Stiner, the football coach, makes a report

about "why we beat Stanford last week," or "what are our ohances ag
ainst WSC next week?",

and Jim Dixon, the line coach and 33out, gives

his scouting report on the "Washington State team, for example.
During winter term, Slats Gill tells about his basketball team,
and in the spring, Ralph Coleman and Grant Swan air their baseball
and track problems.

From these meetings the various correspondents get enough in
formation to write stories every day for the remainder of the week.

Whenever a visiting personality such as a famous coach, or Edwin
N. Atherton, commissioner of the Pacific Coast conference, is available,
he is "drafted" to the luncheon.

Each of these celebrities in the

past has thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

Visiting alumni especi

ally appreciate the chance to talk things over with old friends and
teachers.

Even more highly developed luncheons than these function in Cal
ifornia, where sports publicity is well-developed, and the Spokane

Athletic Round Table Is an epic example of what such an arrangement
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well organized and well publicized, can do in other fields than its or
iginal sports objective.
Organization of students.

The organization of the students would be a fairly simple matter.
Journalism classes are so arranged that students in beginning journa

lism (J 111) are assigned specific "beats" for the student newspaper.
To insure student coverage, an easy procedure would be to put journal

ism in the curriculum as a required course. The school of agriculture

and certain departments of the school of engineering already require
this course, so that the move would have plenty of precedent.
With all of the students taking the beginning journalism course,

a certain percentage of them would naturally gravitate to further cours-

es along that line, such as feature story writing. A part of the re

quirement for passing these higher courses is that a certain number
of articles be published in papers like the Oregonian and Journal, or

in magazines or trade journals. &ere then is another potential out
let for forestry school publicity.

3.

Disseminating the news.

Coincident with the problem of gathering and identifying news

is the problem of disseminating it. News is of little good—in fact
it is not news—unless it can be distributed to people who are inter
ested*

The Newspaper and the College News Service

Chief among the media of dissemination is the newspaper. Con

veniently enough, the Oregon State college news service, which cen
tralizes the release of news to the metropolitan Portland papers

and to the national press associations, as well as the small town
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dailies and weeklies in Oregon, is located literally a stone's throw

from the forestry building.

This organization is equipped with the

personnel and the facilities for writing news stories and distribut
ing them to most of the newspapers of the state as a matter of routine.

It is recommended that a publicity chairman be appointed from

among the faculty of the school offorestry, and that it be his duty
to deliver story leads to the news service, so that the news service

can, in turn, get them broadcast over the state in the quickest poss
ible time.

he publicity chairman should logically be the same man dis

cussed previously as chairman of the weekly news luncheon.

A good share

of his news gathering could then be done at the luncheon.
An excellent training mechanism for the faculty could be insti

tuted by making the publicity chairmanship a rotating job—giving
each member of the staff some valuable journalistic experience.

Someone should be responsible, however, for seeing

that the organiz

ation doesn't disintegrate from neglect and indifference,
be the job of the Dean of the school or

^his should

of someone with sincere in

tentions of keeping it going.
Student written publicity also ties in with the news service.

One of the biggest sources of material for the news service is the
Barometer, the student daily paper.

Stories from the Barometer are

rewritten and condensed for the Portland papers.

Of course, these

stories are usually the less important ones, since the news service

usually "scoops" the Barometer on more significant stories.
The college news service is similar to those of a good many
colleges and it has a good deal the same characteristics as most of
the others.

The following list of characteristics are drawn from a

survey made by Rex Francis Harlow of Stanford University: (2)
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"Characteristics of college relations with newspapers:
1.

It is customary for institutions of higher education to main

tain in one form or another, news, or press, bureaus.

Their bureaus

vary in size from one with ten or more staff members to those with
single directors who devote only a part of -their time to news bureau
work.

2.

The larger newspapers maintain local correspondents, usually

students, at each college and university in their territories.

The

greater part of the higher education news they use, however, comes to
them from the press services—the Associated Press, United Press, Inter
national News Service—and from syndicates.

The smaller papers depend

primarily on news bureaus for college and university news, sports and
society news excepted.

3.

The bulk of news on higher education published by the news

papers is "campus chitchat."
4.

A surprising amount of the news released by news bureaus is

published by the newspapers, yet less than 5% of the total news space
of the 46 newspapers included in this investigation is devoted to col
lege and university news.

5.

Newspapermen complain that news sent them by news bureaus is

too light and "chaffy".

The men in the educational news bureaus com

plain that newspapermen are more interested in readability than in the
quality of the news sent them and state that acceptances and rejec
tions of their news proves this.

6.

There is a significant recent increase in the amount of nat-
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ural science news published, and a rapidly developing sense of need
for more social science news on the part of the newspapers.

7. Seldom do stories on higher education appear on the front pages
of daily newspapers. "Class news" is usually carried in speoial sec
tions, and the bulk of the balance of college and university news stor
ies appears as tillers."

8.

There is a noticeable lack of special stories and feature ar

ticles from higher educational institutions, in the press.

9. There is also a noteworthy lack of follow-up stories by news

bureau men on the important events of higher education which they re
port to the daily press.

10. In the main, the amount of editorial discussion of higher
education carried by the newspapers is generous.

11.

Few conclusive facts on censorship are available, but more

than a normal amount of censorship of news appears to be employed by
the 32 colleges and universities included in this investigation.
12.

The use of propaganda—defined as the attempt to "put one's

best foot forward"—is admitted by every college and university inclu
ded in this investigation; but obnoxious use of propaganda is not a
serious element in the general situation.

13.

The use of photographic illustrations in college news is in

creasing rapidly.

14.

Limited funds restrict activities of all news bureaus and

most newspapers in respect to adequate coverage of higher education news.

15. Selectivity is the dominant factor in publishing college as
well as other types of news.

Personal judgment, experience, and a

"sixth sense" which enables him to know what people like to read in
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newspapers, control the newspaperman in his selection of nev/s.

Other

factors than personal ones also influence rejection of higher educa

tion news; chief among these are abrupt and unexpected happenings which
demand other use of the available space.

16.

Two special problems confront the director of the college

news bureau:

(a) he is expected to "show results" to his employer;

(b) the average editor looks upon him as a natural adjunct to his

own reportorial equipment and thus feels free to criticize him and to
make demands of him which he cannot always fulfill." (2)
From the conclusions above, Harlow drew a series of inferences

in his survey.

Some of these inferences are listed here to give a bet

ter idea of news service problems.
1.

(2)

Better relations between educational institutions and news

papers are likely to result from a carefully organized study of each
other by both groups.

Subjects for study could include: responsi

bilities, functions, problems, possible avenues of Improving service,
and cooperative potentialities

4.

Higher educational institutions and newspapers, working to

gether in harmony and with understanding, can do much towards educating
the public; they can help the people to know what the truth is, and

they can know how to present truth so the ordinary man can understand
it.

8.

Educators and newspapermen might well attempt better to define

the term "news" and understand more clearly its nature and meaning.
10.

The use by the newspapers of students as campus correspon

dents is a policy which can be improved by applying the rule that only
mature persons with considerable actual past experience should be app-
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ointed.

14.

Scientific news challenges a better handling than it now

receives at the hands of both news bureaus and newspapermen.

15.

There is need of finding some means by which faculty members

of higher institutions can be made more news conscious and less reluc
tant to have their academic activities known to the newspapers.

16.

One concrete, practical plan by which faculty members can

aid themselves, -their institutions and the newspapers is for experts

among them to make available to the newspapers authoritative material
which illuminates the news.

17.

Feature articles on higher education subjects can be used

much more than they are now being used by press bureau men in serv
ing the newspapers.

18.

More use of skilfully prepared follow up stories on impor

tant college events would aid in imporving the relations between the
groups.

20.

A careful study by both educators and newspapermen of the

nature and influence of censorship in connection with college news
offers the possibility of fruitful results.

21.

The same is true of propaganda, which, however, because it

can be more vicious and consequently more dangerous, calls for more

care by news bureau men in studying and controlling its use, even in
its present mild form.

22.

The lack of funds is a pressing individual problem of both

higher institutions and newspapers."
In concluding the discussion of newspapers, the following is a

list of the daily and weekly newspapers in the state of Oregon.

The
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job of the college news bureau is to contact the greater share of these.
In cases, very rarely, of course, where direct contact is desired, rather
than through the news service, a complete list each year can be obtained
from the Directory of Newspapers and periodicals, published by N. W. Ayer
and Sons of Philadelphia.

This volume contains all the newspapers and

periodicals in the United States, its possessions, Canada, Cuba and the
West Indies.

Table I.

Index of Oregon Newspapers. (10)
(Sept. 1941)

Town and newspaper

Type of paper

Albany Democrat-Herald

Daily

Albany Greater Oregon

Tues. &

Fri.

(weekly)

Circulation

4341
2987

Aloha News

Friday

Amity Standard
Arlington Bulletin
Ashland Southern Oregon Miner
Ashland Daily Tidings

Thursday
Friday

Friday
Daily

2203

Astoria Astorian-^udget

^aily

4982

Athena Press

Friday
Daily
Thursday

2763

Baker Democrat-Herald
Baker Record-Courier
Bandon Western 7forld

Beaverton Enterprise
Bend Bulletin
Bend Pilot
Brownsville Times

Burns Harney County American
Burns Times-Herald

Canby ^erald
Canyon City Blue Mountain Eagle
Canyonville South Umpqua News
Carlton News

Cascade Locks Mid-Columbian

Cave Junction Illinois Valley News
Central Point American

Chiloquin Review
Clatskanie Chief
Condon Glebe-Times

270
550

945

450
2260

Thursday

945

Friday
Daily
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Friday

1150
3603

Thursday
Friday
Thursday
Thursday

1165

Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

504

1300

Friday

1214

Coquille Valley Sentinel
Coquille Tribune
Corvallis Benton County Herald

Friday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday

Corvallis Gazette-Times

Daily

Cottage Grove Sentinel
Dallas Polk County Itemizer-Observer

Thursday
Thursday

Dayton Tribune

Thursday
Thursday

DeLake North Lincoln News-Guard

500

1421
510
550

1585
835

325
500
900

850

1275
525
1297
3112

985
1745
706

640
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(Sept. 1941)
Town and newspaper

Type of paper

Drain Enterprise
Echo News

Elgin Recorder
Enterprise Chieftain
listacada Clackamas County News

Thursday
Friday
Thursday

Circulation
395
250
500

Gold Hill News

Thursday
Friday
Daily
Daily
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

Grants Pass bulletin

Thursday

2075

Grants Pass Courier

Daily
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday

3745

Friday
Thursday
Thursday

700
450

Eugene Daily News
Eugene Register-Guard
Florence Siuslaw Oar
Forest Grove News-Times
Fossil Journal
Freewater Times

Garibaldi North Tillamook County Hews
Gervais

Star

Glendale Log
Gold Beach Curry County Reporter

Gresham Outlook

Halsey Review
Harrisburg Bulletin

Heppner Gazette-Times
Hermiston Herald

Hillsboro Argus
Hood River County Sun
Hood River News

Independence Enterprise
Jefferson Review

John Day Valley Ranger
Joseph Herald
Junction City Times
Klamath Falls Klamath Basin Progress
Klamath Falls Herald-News

LaGrande Eastern Oregon Review
LaGrande Evening Observer
Lakeview Lake County Examiner-Tribune
Lebanon Express
Madras Pioneer

Marshfield and North Bend Coos Bay Times

Friday
Daily
Friday
Daily
Thursday
Thursday

Thursday
Daily

Marshfield Sun

Thursday

McMinnville News-Reporter

Thursday

McMinnville Telephone Register

Thursday
Daily & Sun.
Friday
Thursday

Medford Mail-Tribune
Medford News

Milton Eagle

1191

1050
6302

17,105
510

1832
640

885
350

500
806
550

2173
354
400
883
775

2932
1669
2279
1200

650

582

9460
1284
2400
1800

2144
500

5829

2057
6530

1177
1250

Moro Sherman County Journal
Mount Angel News

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday

Multnomah Press

Friday

1025

Milwaukie Review
Molalla Pioneer

Monmouth Herald

400
534
550
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Type of paper

Town and newspaper

Myrtle Creek Mail
Myrtle Point Herald
Newburg Graphic
Newport Journal
Newport Yaquina Bay News
North Bend Coos Bay Harbor
Nyssa Gate City Journal
Oakland Tribune

Oakridge Oak-Fir Lookout
Ontario Argus

Ontario Eastern Oregon Observer
Oregon City Banner-Courier
Oregon City Enterprise
Oswego Review
Pendleton East Oregonian
Pendleton Umatilla County Record
Philomath Benton County Review

Portland Journal
Portland Oregonian

*124,303 Sun.
**178,943 Sun.

Port Orford Post

Prairie City Grant County Journal
Prineville Central Oregonian
Rainier Review

Redmond Spokesman

Reedsport Port Umpqua Courier

Thursday

487

Thursday

950

Thursday
Wednesday

810
975

Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Tues. &

2325
508

Thursday

850
355

634

481
585

Fri.

Daily
Friday
Daily
Thur sday
Thursday
Daily & Sun.

Daily & ^un.
Friday
Hiursday
Thursday

2980
3226
1520
4669
450
975

147,159*
151,591**
499
298
897

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
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Friday

1500

Roseburg Chieftain
Roseburg News-Review

Daily

St. Helens Sentinel-Mist

Tues. &

Salem Capital journal

Daily
Friday

Salem Capital Press

Circulation

753
611

Fri.

3642
2350

11, 009
9594

Daily & Sun.
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

9574***
946

Seaside Signal
Sheridan Sun

Thursday

1026

Thursday

1020

Sherwood Valley News

Thursday

Silverton Appeal Tribune

Friday

Springfield i,!ews

Thursday
Thursday

Salem Oregon Statesman

***982 2 Sun,

Sandy Journal
Sandy Post
Scio Tribune

Stayton Mail

965
400

700

1800
700
832

Friday
Thursday

S

Daily
Friday
Friday
Thursday
Thursday
Friday

2741

Vale Malheur Enterprise
Vernonia Eagle

Thursday

1425

Friday

734
648

Thursday

1121

Sutherlin Sun

Sweet Home New Era

The Dalles Chronicle

The Dalles Optimist
Tigard Sentinel
Tillamook Headlight-Herald
Toledo Lincoln County Leader
Union Eastern Oregon Republican

800
2000

700

1872
940
966

Waldport Lincoln County Times

Thursday

Yfallowa Sun
Weston Leader

Friday
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Willamina Times

Thursday

800

Woodburn Independent

Thursday
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Other media

In addition to the medium of the newspaper, there are many other

publicity media or channels that can be used in a publicity program
when the occasion arises.

Some of these are:

1. Magazines, house organs, trade journals
2.

Radio

3. Moving pictures
4. Pamphlets
5. Fosters, handbills, billboards

6. News pictures
7.

Lectures and addresses

8.

Letters and circulars

9. Exhibits, meetings, fairs, conventions
10. Advertising

11. Publicity campaigns and crusades

Some of the more important agencies and factors under these head

ings, through which the forestry school could get publicity for its
news or projects are listed below:

1.

Magazines, house organs, trade journals.

American Forests, the TestCoast Lumberman, the Timberman, the Forest

Log, the National Lumberman, the Journal of Forestry, the Southern Lumber
man, Nature magazine, Crow's Pacific Coast Lumber Digest, Experiment Sta
tion Record, '.'food Products, Six-Twenty-Six, various conservation and

wildlife magazines, and many smaller trade papers are included in this
list.

The Annual Cruise and Hi-Lead are two house organs of the school

of forestry which serve to develop journalistic and managership talents

among the students, while at the same time providing an excellent pub
licity outlet among students and alumni, over which the Cruise has a
large circulation.

The house organs and trade journals are probably, next to the news

papers, the most fruitful media for publicity.

Some of them have rela-
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tively small circulations, but every reader is interested in the sub

ject represented in the paper or he wouldn't subscribe at all. Ihese
magazines usually take more detailed and more technically handled stor
ies than do the newspapers,

Jt should be remembered that what is news

to the general public may not be news to loggers, foresters, lumbermen,
and that material that might not interest the general public may be of

vital importance to the trade. Otherwise the rules of timeliness, brev
ity and interest still apply.

Articles for these magazines can be more definitely publicity in

character than newspaper articles, ^his is for the reason that trade

magazines do not receive the flood of material that comes to the general
newspaper. Except for a few exceptions, the major problem of the trade

press is to find copy to fill the issue, rather than to eliminate. The
writing standard is not so high, because the high priced professional
writers do not enter this field, so that any reasonably well-written

story, if it has any bearing at all on the field, stands an excellent
chance of being used.

(6)

The general magazines, such as Colliers, the Saturday Evening Post,
and such, are an excellent field, but are exceedingly difficult to

reach. These magazines print little short material, aid a long story

has to be of very high standard to be accepted. Also, getting this

magazine publicity is a slow process. The process of writing, revis
ing and rewriting is long, and it is usually months, even after the
article is accepted, before it appears in print. (6)
2.

Radio stations.

KOAC, Corvallis; KWIL, Albany, KSLM, Salem; KOIN, KGW, KEX, KXL,

K.TJJ, KFJR, KALE, Portland; KORE, Eugene; MED, Medford; KAST, Astoria;
KBND, Bend, are the main radio stations that are likely to have any-
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thing to do with forestry news, mostly through news broadcasts.

KOAC

and OIL are probably the only ones that the forestry school will etrer

contact directly.

"Foresters in Action1 and certain faculty radio pro

grams have been aired over KOAC for a number of years.

This phase

could stand being expanded, but an important need is felt for some way

or some one to keep up student interest and expand participation.

The

increasing of this activity should be one plank in the publicity pro
gram for the school.
3.

Moving pictures.

This channel is important for some agencies, but is not likely
to be so for the school of forestry.

4.

Pamphlets.

printing pamphlets.
licity channel.

No money is available to thefbrestry school for

However, two ways are open for enlisting this pub

One way is to publish scientific findings and investi

gations through the agricultural experiment station in Corvallis, or
the Pacific Sorthwest Forest and Bangs Experiment Station in Portland;
and the other is to trust that the publicity and public relations pro

gram will, when it gets to rolling, result in obtaining funds for sep
arate publishing purposes.

For the present, at least, the former app

roach is the only sound one.
5.

Posters, handbills, billboards.

"""hese channels would be used only should the school decide to take

part in some statewide campaign, such as one to change logging methods,
raise money for research, or some similar project.

1hese are advanced

advertising aids, but invaluable in the short range publicity campaign.
6.

Hews pictures.

Pictures are the biggest single factor that can pep up a news story.
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"By using pictures, you can double the amount of publicity you can

obtain." (5)

The forestry school should encourage the development of

photography among the students and faculty, and should have a fund in
its publicity program for getting pictures of its work for use in th e
newspapers.

Editors want pictures because they (l) amplify or verify the acc

ompanying story, and (2) are interesting in themselves.

In general,

the following subjects get the most reader attention in news pictures;
1.

Pictures with a pretty girl in the foreground.

2.

Action pictures

3.

Human interest pictures

4.

Famous persons or places

The four factors most to be striven for in a news picture are

cheerfulnesG, personality, animation and novelty.
Pictures should be 5x7 inches or 8x10 inches in size.

Good pictures cannot be taken consistently with poor equipment,
and it might be good policy for the school to invest in a good news
camera, capable of taking large pictures, with a fast lens and photo-

flash attachment and light meter.

The camera would probably pay for

itself over a long period of time by savings in photography costs and
by sales of picture products.
7.

Personal contacts,

lectures and addresses.

ihis medium of publicity can be exercised through the faculty,
which will make speeches at meetings and conventions, before clubs and
business groups.

"There is something about the force of the personality of a good

speaker that carries far more conviction than any printed word and there
is also an emotional quality to the reaction of an audience to an elo-
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quent speaker that carries conviction to that large part of the public

that seizes an impression rather than understands an argument."

(6)

8. Letters and circulars.

Another important medium of publicity which is in some cases even

more important than newspaper and magazine publicity, is the direct

appeal by mail.

This method is already used in the forestry school

in selling and getting ads for the Annual Cruise (forestry annual) and
in publicizing the "fernhoppers1 banquet," the annual get-together of
Oregon State forestry alumni.

•"•he method may be used in promoting conventions and in other types
of campaigns, which the school might take part in if conditions should
warrant.

Ihere are certain advantages to the direct appeal that are not
present in press publicity.

"A letter addressed to a man personally has a greater chance of
being considered than an item buries in the columns of a newspaper....

With the exception of a few extremely busy people, who are carefully
protected by secretaries from intrusion, almost everyone at least glan

ces at his own mail.

Whether a circular is read or not depends on its

attractive appearance and the wording of the letter which accompanies
it, but at least the man's attention has been directed to the material,

and if it is properly presented, it stands a good chance of being

perused."

(6:148)

I'he appeal by mail is also a good "list builder", and a source
of a selected and interested public.

In selecting lists of people to be approached, two things should
be borne in mind:

Are these people likely to become interested in the
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subject, and, if so, will they be useful once their interest has been
aroused?

The Forest Service has what it calls a "Keyman list", which corres

ponds to the circular list:

(7)

"Every forest has important uses for a carefully selected keyman
list.

Each forest should maintain a current list of such keymen within

the forest zone of influence.

The purpose of this list is to furnish

channels through wiich forest officers can distribute publications effec
tively, build a correct public knowledge of our work and organization,

and create good will and support for the forestry enterprise.
"This list should be considered as an important working tool in

extending forestry in your zone of influence.

It is not just another

report to be filed and forgotten."

•'•he Forest Service Public Relations Handbook, from which the above
was quoted, then goes on to further describe the keyman:

"...A keyman may be defined as a person of influence or leadership
in his respective sphere who can, or should, be of value in furthering

the objectives of forestry and an understanding of the -work of the For
est Service.

These lists need not be restricted to friends of forestry

or the Forest Service.

It is equally important to put our message

before men of influence who hold opposed views."
"In the case of bankers, businessmen, clergymen, professional men,

... college faculties and similar classifications, it is not the intent
that all men in your territory be listed, but only those of real in

fluence."

(7)

The Forest Service even goes so far as to classify different key
lists as follows:

Key list no. 1—members of Congress and members of state legisla
ture
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Key list no. 2—county and city officials
3—local planning boards
4—editors and newspaper men
5—lumbermen and timberland owners
6—bankers

7—chambers of commerce and other civic organizations
8—livestock organizations

9—sportsmen's organizations
10—mountaineering and outdoor groups
11—resort owners

12—rural organizations (granges, etc.)
13—conservation associations
14—women' s clubs

15—veterans' organizations

16—colleges, normal schools or leading educators
17—mis cellaneous

A list similar to the above might be useful to the school of fores

try at some time in the future.

A list might be built of alumni,

legislators., newspaper men, and so on, and these might be made into
contact lists for the staff.

The difficulty, of course, is that forest

school faculty members have such a heavy teaching load that they cannot

find time to get into the field to make personal contacts with these
men.

owever, such lists would be fine for campaigns using letters

or circulars.
9.

A sample list is shown in the conclusions section.

Exhibits, meetings, fairs, conventions.

Forestry exhibits at state and county fairs and at conventions

could be good publicity for the school.

However, these things cost
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money, which brings us back to the same old wishing well again.
On the other hand, the sponsoring of meetings and conventions

is a "natural" for the forestry school.

the big functions.

This phase should be one of

Forestry men, loggers, lumbermen and so on, have

organizations, and these organizations convene at least once a year.
Handled right, these organizations would be glad to meet on the OSC

campus.

A special committee should be appointed to look into this

phase of the situation—to plan meetings and arrange things so that
the delegates are entertained and will want to return in the future.
More will be said later on the publicity campaign, which is one way
to organize a convention.

Meetings, fairs and conventions are excellent places for personal
contact work.

Last year, as a part of the Keep Oregon Green program,

forestry school officials did a lot of speaking before club groups.

Dr. George W. Peavy made ten appearances before civic clubs, includ
ing Rotary groups; Acting Dean Earl G. Mason and Robert M. Evenden
also spoke on various occasions.
10.

Advertising.

Some advertising is used in certain of the more widely distri

buted magazines.
11.

It can be used in all phases of publicity.

Publicity campaigns.

The school of forestry, as an integral part of the state of Ore

gon, should take an active interest in events and developments along
the political front, many people believe.

("hen the opportunity arr

ives, the machinery should be ready for a publicity campaign to start
some new organization, to organize a convention, or to sponsor some
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"crusade".

A campaign can use any part or all of the various media described

before, but the campaign should be planned carefully from the begin
ning, especially as to costs and to the timing of the various steps.
The first question to be settled is the objective towards which

the work is to be aimed.

Characteristics of a good objective are:

It must be desirable; it must be definite; and it must be attainable.

After deciding on the objective, the next step is to select the

public to which the appeal is to be made.

Divisions of the public run

by (a) geographic groups; and by (b) interest groups (loggers, union
men, lumbermen, federal foresters, educators, etc.).
As soon as the public has been chosen it is then necessary to fig

ure which medium or media will best reach this public,

•'•he campaign

then resolves itself into the problem of exercising the different media
at the appropriate times until the objective has been attained.

What about an extension system?

The agricultural extension system offers a publicity channel that
combines many of the features of the others, but still is a separate
entity.

The state extension system involves cooperation between the U. S.
department of agriculture and the state agricultural college.

Exten

sion employees have the peculiar position of being employees of both
the USDA and of the college, each of which contribute half of their
salaries.

The leadership of the state system is vested in a director of the

state agricultural extension service (William L. Teutsch), who is in
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turn responsible to the dean of the school of agriculture.

These men

also cooperate with the director of the state agricultural experiment
station.

The agricultural leaders are powerful faotors in the state, since

they appoint and regulate the extensive "county agent" system. The
extension director controls the county agents, of which there are one

to each county; home demonstrators, who operate out of the school of
home economics; and boys' and girls' 4-H clubs.

Also there are a num

ber of specialists, including the extension agronomist, economist,
nutritionist, horticulturist, and in most states, an extension forester.

It is the duty of these specialists to keep the county agents informed
of the technical ramifications and new developments in their respective
fields.

"The thought of Congress in 1914 when it passed the Jooperative

Agricultural Extension Act (Smith-^ever Act), which is the basis for
the present agricultural extension system in the U. S., was that the

practice of agriculture in the nation was many years behind the nation's
knowledge of agriculture." (3:2)
It should be the a phase of the program of the forestry school to

get an extension forester into the system and thus make use of the vast
agricultural extension public relations machine to reach the farmers
of the state.

The big difficulty at present seems to be lack of funds(about
$3,000) for the state1sshare of such an arrangement.
could be raised in three ways:

These funds

(l) by legislative appropriation;

(2) through the budget of the state system of higher education; and

(3) by a campaign which might be used either to raise the money from
donations, or, better still, to influence the legislature through
pressure groups, thus priming it for step (l).
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Bills have been introduced in the legislature for payient of

an extension forester, but these have been defeated.

The federal gov

ernment has promised to match any funds that the state can raise for
such a purpose.

The problem then is to pursuade certain pressure groups of the

possibilities that may be derived from having an extension forester.
If the West Coast Lumbermen's Association, the state forest service

and the fire protection associations could be convinced that such a
move would benefit them, the money could be assured.
is that

A problem here

the federal funds are tied down to a pdicy of having an ex

tension forester who can work on farm forests, but cannot work with

"forest farming", although the line between the two is not clear.
This differentiation makes it impossible for the extension forester
to work in the field where he is most needed—working with problems

of industrial forestry (cutover lands, tree farms, etc.)
If funds were entirely raised locally, the extension forester

could then concern himself with logging and wood utilization, and so

on, with respect to the forest industries, rather than farm woodlots.
Such a development cannot be made a reality, however, until the lum
bermen can be made to see the benefits that would accrue to them, and

then put their weight behind constructive legislative action.

Possible developments along that line include even going so far
as to have county foresters to manage the cutover tax reverted lands

in the more heavily logged counties.

Here they could really justify

themselves by managing these lands so as to get them productive in
as short a time as possible.
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CONCLUSIONS

The school of forestry, in order tojpromote public good will and
develop its contributions to research and knov/ledge, and make these

known to the people, would be helped by doing some of the following
things;

1.

Organize a definite publicity and public relations policy.

2.

Keep in mind that the biggest publicity campaign is but empty

wailing to the winds unless the school can "produce the goods"—unless
it can gather and discover facts that will justify it in the eyes of
the public.

To do this, the research program must be emphasized and

the faculty teaching load must be reduced.

As it is now, the faculty,

with a larger teaching load per man than is the case in any other school
on the campus, has little time for research, problem investigations,
or public contacts.

3.

Aid the gathering of news information by having a weekly fac

ulty-student leader luncheon to which guest speakers, distinguished
visitors and alumni could be invited whenever possible,

4.

Appoint a faculty publicity officer, whose duty would be to

coordinate news breaks in the forestry school, and especially in the

forestry field outside the forestry school.

5.

Make journalism a required "social science" course, to pro

mote interest of forestry students in-the field, possibly leading them

to follow into feature story writing and the like, where they must have
feature stories published in magazines or trade journals.
6.

Utilize the newspaper channels by cooperating with the col

lege news service and the agricultural extension department and by
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sending out releases and circulars.

7.

Encourage the development and maintenance of student and fac

ulty radio programs over KOAC and OIL. Maintain the "foresbers in
action" broadcast.

Revive the Press-Radio Guild as a builder of stu

dent interest, or, if that fails, do away with the organization and
substitute something else for it.

8.

Set up a committee to promote, aid and invite the holding of

trade and professional meetings and conventions on the Oregon State

campus and arrange details, such as speeches and presentations of new

ideas by faculty and students,

(two terms of speech training for fac

ulty members and students should be a requisite in the policy, which
would tend to make them capable of speaking well before such groups).
9.

Cooperate with the college news bureau in giving it news.

The publicity chairman would take care of this job.

10.

Encourage students to work on the Barometer, Beaver, Annual

Cruise, Hi-Lead and other student publications, stressing the experience
activity and managership values.

11.

Arrange a campaign to get the West Coast Lumbermen's Associa

tion and the lumber industry, as well as the protective associations

to back the appointment of an extension forester. The extension for
ester would work out of the forestry school and although a farm forester,
he would be able to influence farmers and be a good cooperative liaison
officer between the forestry and agricultural interests, which have

often clashed in the past. He could be a big factor in influencing

progressive forest legislation, and in time could work his own job
over to include more than purely woodlot forestry.

12. Encourage students and faculty in the writing of special
feature articles, implemented with news photographs, for Sunday news-
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paper supplements, magazines and trade journals.
13.

Work out some method, whether with separate funds, or in

cooperation with the agricultural experiment station, or in cooperation
with the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station in Port

land, to publish findings of the school program of research in the form

of pamphlets, which would then form a permanent record of the school's
work.

14.

Maintain some sort of record of newspaper clippings and school

publicity, which will be kept in a scrap book. If possible, a clipping
bureau should be enlisted to gather clippings from papers all over the

state, in order to check the efficiency of the program and the distri
bution of news, and to show proof of what the school is doing.

Allen's

clipping bureau of San Francisco will gather all such clippings for

a variable sum, depending on the amount of clippings desired, ^he max
imum cost is about 5 cents a clipping, with a minimum charge of three
dollars a month.

15.

Invest in a good news camera for taking news pictures and

scientific photographs, and emphasize the use of pictures in publicity.
This camera could pay for itself as soon as members of the faculty
could become proficient in its use.

16.

Build "keyman" lists in various fields, such as is done by

the forest service.

Helped by a reduced teaching load, faculty mem

bers could he induced to travel around the state, contacting, first

hand the forestry problems of the state. The making of contacts, which
can be useful to the school should especially be stressed.

It has been

said that the forestry school is so far behind the agriculture school

in political circles because the faculty "sticks too close to the clois
ter walls. They should get around more".

Confidential lists simialr to the one from which the following
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excerpt was taken are considered:
"The enclosed information is submitted on the premise that legis
lative action can be instituted and controlled by persons who have con
tact with publishers, editors and writers of newspaper.

"Publishers, editors and writers are able to exert a tremendous
amount of influence on legislators in their respective districts. It
is necessary, of course, that a legislator have newspaper support.
He will go to great lengths to obtain and retain this.
"Many methods of lobbying are in use and to a certain extent
several are effective.

"However, it would appear from a thorough study of the...report
that a client could be sure of results if he were represented by someone

who could talk to influential newspaper executives."
OKANOGAN COUNTY

Senators...Howard C. Jones...Republican; farmer.

Worked closely with

Governor Sprague in 1939 session, sometimes in liaison capacity.
Y/as school clerk and director Union High; superintendent Sunday
School; bank director; president Chamber of Commerce; president

County Union of Clubs; member State Flax and Linen Board.

O.S.C.

trained agriculturist, his specialty breeding Shropshire sheep.
Fine integrity.

Harry M. Smith...Republican; lawyer; member Portland School Board;
was on-Port Commission.

Strong, individualistic; wins various

groups as followers on occasion but likely loses them in time.

Representatives...H. H. Doe...Republican; farmer; leader in the state's
powerful agriculture bloc. President Oregon Association of Fairs
2 years; headed Okanogan County Fair twelve years; president County
Club Leaders League; president Okanogan County Farm Bureau; member
State Flax and Linen Board; Finished Luther College.

His voting

has definite leftist tinge.

J. S. Green...Republican; merchant store and filling station and

operates truck line between Spokane and Hood Canal area.

Member

Winter Sports Association, Spokane and Tacoma Chambers. For a man
in business his voting averaged surprisingly toward the left end.
William H. Roe.. .Democrat; lawyer; deputy U. S. Marshil and with

Oregon State liquor Control commission five years, becoming super
visor license and revenue division.

Graduate U. of W. and North

western College of Law. Hobby—Horses. Personable, capable.
A. W. Stone...Republican; lumber dealer, member non-high school
District Board; secretary twelve years for Abernathy Telephone
Company. Progressive and capable business man.

E. A. KORN OF GREENVILLE RECORD COURIER, AND PETER LARSE, MANAGING
EDITOR OF SEATTLE CHRONICLE CM INFLUENCE THESE MEN.
—from a confidential report.

(The names used are fictitious.)
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17.

Maintain the "fernhopper's banquet" and Arboretum day, two

traditional social functions of the school which promote excellent con
tacts in the forestry field.

-30-
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